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T he show includes selections of photographs 
from his ongoing Surveyor series and its 

precursor, titled Land (2013), of which 3 photographs 
are featured, along with 2 videos. Collectively, these 
works provide expansive views into Yairi’s world and 
creative practice, demonstrating his perspective 
on notions of place and time in geographical and 
metaphorical ways.1

Surveyor, Yairi’s most recent work, composes his 
signature themes of place, time, memory and identity 
in a range of images that reach beneath Earth’s 

surface, traverse desert landscape, and depict interior 
and studio environments replete with a lexicon of 
symbols and surveyor tools. These various works 
center upon the character of the Surveyor, who Yairi 
describes as an alter ego—a creative response to his 
experience as an aerial scout in the Israel Defense 
Forces (IDF). His adoption of the Surveyor persona 
has allowed him to create this work, marking both an 
artistic and personal evolution for him.2

As an Aerial Scout, Yairi was introduced to 
photography while he learned how to be a surveyor. 
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Eastern Gust, 2015 
Archival pigment print

47.2" x 57" / Courtesy of the Artist

Self Portrait 5649, "Codes," 2016 (detail) 
Archival pigment print

16" x 25.6" / Courtesy of the Artist
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A fascinating personal narrative by Israel-based artist Yuval Yairi emerges in 
his solo exhibition, Yuval Yairi: Surveyor, at the Epsten Gallery. 
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His active service from 1979 – 1982 was followed by 
time in the reserves, where he served in the same 
unit until the year 2000. This meticulous, graphic 
work could be conducted from a distant, impersonal 
perspective. Yet, the impacts of it are, for Yairi, deeply 
personal and haunting.3

Yairi’s life and art are interwoven. He has focused 
exclusively on his art practice since 2004 after 
years of work as a graphic designer. In addition to 
photography, performance and choreography are 
implicit in Yairi’s process as are the inclusion, at 
times, of a family member or friend. 

Surveyor is a complex narrative containing different 
scenes, metaphorical actions and symbolic elements 
meticulously composed and choreographed by Yairi. 
They combine the lyricism of previous works, such 
as Forevermore (2004) and Palaces of Memory 
(2007) and the direct, single shot actions seen in 
Land.4 The result is an interspersion of vision, action 
and technique merging aspects of documentation, 
performance, hyperrealism and surrealism. 

At once exacting and abstract, Yairi’s Surveyor 
images appear hyper-real yet reveal themselves as 
abstractions upon close inspection. Many images 

are grids composed of hundreds of frames of a site 
captured by Yairi’s camera over an extended span 
of time. From these multiple frames, Yairi digitally 
deconstructs and recomposes the images to create 
a composition, like a mosaic, comprised of numerous 
moments.5 By way of this technique, Yairi is able to 
create images like a painter, adding, subtracting, 
repeating and reorganizing elements at will. Indicative 
of maps, the numbered lines framing the images refer 
to latitude and longitude coordinates. 

Yairi enacts various activities as the Surveyor, 
including compiling a collection of bullets found in 
the landscape of Israel. Bullet Archive comprises 
hundreds of bullets and bullet casings excavated 

Bullets Archive, 2016
Archival pigment print

39.4" x 39.4" / Courtesy of the Artist

  Surprise Egg, "Codes," 2016
Archival pigment print

Courtesy of the Artist

  No-Fly Zone, "Codes," 2015  
     Archival pigment print

Courtesy of the Artist

Bullets Archive, 2016 
Series of 9 Archival inkjet prints

16" x 16" each / Courtesy of the Artist

Bullet Archive comprises hundreds of 
bullets and bullet casings excavated by 
Yairi during walks in the Judean Desert 
. . . The bullets and casings are relics of 
war, distinct in shape and size, showing 
evidence of age, wear, and impact.  
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by Yairi during walks in the Judean Desert, between Jerusalem and 
Jericho, the same locations depicted in the photographs, Surveyor, 
Survey #2, and Survey #3.6 The bullets and casings are relics of 
war, distinct in shape and size, showing evidence of age, wear, and 
impact.  They are organized and indexed on graph paper, an activity 
that Yairi credits to the surveyor. “The surveyor likes keeping records, 
indexing, etc. It’s part of his personality—like his passion for grids.”7

Also augmenting the large Surveyor photographs is a series of 
images created in his studio referred to as Codes. Invoking the 
personality of the Surveyor, curious sculptures and still-life montages 
made from everyday materials such as wire, protractors, aerial 
maps, clamps, wire brushes, an egg, and other surveyor tools are 
suggestive of strange surveillance or communication devices. These 
dark montages are characterized by an intense chiaroscuro of deep, 
black backgrounds with central arrangements or objects illuminated 
upon dusty surfaces. This lends an otherworldly feeling in certain 
works, while others seem of a different time. 

Self Portrait 5649, for example, is reminiscent of 17th 
century Dutch still-life painting. It is a dramatic still life in 
which Yairi’s image looms through clamped glass plates 
flanked by an old clip board, a hanging plumb bob, and 
a small wooden table with various clamps and old bullets 
upon a dusty surface. The feeling of an antique, or cabinet 
of curiosities, emanates from this work.

Other studio images such as Banana suggest a laboratory 
with curious, somewhat ominous constructions of the 
Surveyor’s toolbox. A human presence is indicated by items 
such as a plumb bob, bullets, paper identification tags for 
indexing objects, glass photographic plates composing 
grids, and a peeled banana.  

A signature tool, the “Viewing Device,” appears in the title 
piece, Surveyor. A young man upon a hill stands behind 
a quadpod topped by an instrument with clamps holding 
a gridded plate. Nearby, a white donkey grazes upon the 
green hill, imparting a pastoralism sought by Yairi in the 
creation of this image.8 Yairi describes how the Viewing 
Device—suggestive of a painter’s easel—which he created 
from leftover parts, started the whole project. “At first I 
used it as a mask for myself and gradually it became the 
Surveyor’s Viewing Device. It looks like a creature with a 
face, wings and feet. I sometimes draw or place objects on 
its glass surface, then photograph it and erase the drawing 
or whatever I placed on it.”9 

Viewing Device also appears in Eastern Gust, a gridded 
interior of white tile with windows overlooking the desert 
landscape. Papers—notes, plans, studies and the like—are 
strewn over the floor, apparently scattered by a gust of wind 
through an open window. Topographic Study, another 
interior, depicts three windows and a table filled with colorful 
maps, tools, and curious objects including a rose and toy 
soldier in a glass box, pencil shavings, a compass, stacked 
glass photographic plates, and a cup of coffee left in haste 
as suggested by brown spills upon the map.

Through the Viewing Device in Surveyor, the Surveyor 
gazes upon a circle of figures in the distance, moving 
around and connected by ropes attached to a central point 
on the ground.  This “circle act,” as described by Yairi, 
also appears in Survey #2 and Survey #3. Each circle 
of figures is actually one performer, repeated by virtue of 
Yairi’s method of digitally reconstructing the multitude of 
frames that he uses to compose the images. As ritualistic 
performance, the marking of territory, targeting, or perhaps 
internal struggle, the circle can suggest many things. 

For Yairi, the identity of the model is important. Survey 
#2 features a friend who sometimes joins him during his 
walks in the desert. Yairi shared how his friend struggles 

Banana, 2016
Archival pigment print 

48.2" x 54" / Courtesy of the Artist

Surveyor, 2015 (detail)  
Archival pigment print

43" x 78.7" / Courtesy of the Artist

Banana suggest[s] a 
laboratory with curious, 
somewhat ominous 
constructions of the 
Surveyor’s toolbox. 
A human presence is 
indicated by items such 
as a plumb bob, bullets, 
paper identification tags 
for indexing objects, 
glass photographic plates 
composing grids, and a 
peeled banana.  

A signature tool appears in the title 
piece, Surveyor, depicting a young 
man upon a hill behind a quadpod 
topped by an instrument with 
clamps holding a gridded plate . . . 
Yairi describes how this “Viewing 
Device”—suggestive of a painter's 
easel—which he created from 
leftover parts, started the whole 
project. “At first I used it as a mask 
for myself and gradually it became 
the Surveyor’s Viewing Device. It 
looks like a creature with a face, 
wings and feet. I sometimes draw 
or place objects on its glass surface, 
then photograph it and erase the 
drawing or whatever I placed on it.”
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Surveyor, 2015  
Archival pigment print

43" x 78.7" / Courtesy of the Artist
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    Survey #2, 2016 
Archival pigment print / 35.5" x 78.7" / Courtesy of the Artist

  Survey #3, 2016  
Archival pigment print / 35" x 78.7" / Courtesy of the Artist

with Post Traumatic Stress Syndrome resulting from 
the Second Lebanon War (2006). This camaraderie 
and mutual understanding infuses this piece with a 
sense of shared experience and empathy regarding 
the perils of war on an individual.10

In Surveyor and Survey #3, the model is his son, 
Roy, who also performs in the videos Flood and 
Circle, which are part of the Land series. In contrast 
to his friend, Yairi describes how the inclusion of his 
son in the “experience/act is more complicated.” He 
sees an obvious association to the Binding of Isaac, a 
story from the Hebrew Bible in which God commands 
Abraham to sacrifice his son, Isaac. He provides, 
as well, a 10-year old quote about the image, Tree 
House (2006), pictured in Palaces of Memories: 
“I photograph my son in a tree house. I try to recall 
memories of my childhood. I look at him and I see 
myself. I ask myself is it possible that when I see 
myself in my son—he looks back at me and sees my 
father in me.”11

The relationship between father and son is complicated 
for Yairi, whose father, Uzi Yairi, a commander of the 
elite Israeli army commando unit Sayeret Matkal, was 
killed in an attack at the Savoy hotel in Tel Aviv in 
March 1975.12

However, six years before that, in 1969, the family 
spent a year in Kansas City during Uzi Yairi’s service 
at Fort Leavenworth Army Base, a short but pivotal 
time during which the Yairi family formed significant, 
life-long relationships.

Yairi’s exhibition and visit to Kansas City in 2016 
is a special occasion in which he has the unique 
opportunity to share his journey with old and new 
friends. While his life, homeland and personal 
perspective are the foundation for his work, the 
language and artistry of his images find a universal, 
compelling voice for audiences of all backgrounds 
and cultures.

—Heather Lustfeldt, Curator

NOTES
1     Bartos, Ron, “Yuval Yairi: No-Man’s-Place,” 

Yuval Yairi: Land, Zemack Contemporary Art, Tel 
Aviv, Israel, 2013 (exhibition catalogue). Bartos 
discusses the word “land” for Yairi, in the context 
of this series, being understood as “a place.” He 
sites Yairi’s identification of the Hebrew word, 
“Makom” as being the closest translation to his 
concept of the word “Land” p. 1

2   Schwartz, Etty, “The Surveyor’s Room,” Yuval 
Yairi: Surveyor, Zemack Contemporary Art, 
Tel Aviv, Israel, 2016 (exhibition catalogue). 
Schwartz’s essay accompanies Yairi’s exhibition 
and site-specific “Surveyor Room” installation at 
Zemack Contemporary Art.

3      Email with the artist, September 30, 2016

4    Three featured photographs from the Land 
series include: Estate (Winter), Landmark and 
Equestrian. Equestrian references equestrian 
monuments as symbol and icons of heroism.  
Yairi inverses this traditional depiction with the 
image of an Arab youth riding a white donkey 
instead of a horse and holding the pole and 
letters (LAND) instead of a rifle.—Email with the 
artist, October 20, 2016

5    Burstein, Dror, “The Cage and The Bird,” Yuval 
Yairi: Palaces of Memory, Alon Segev Gallery, 
Tel Aviv, Israel, 2007, p.3.  Dror contrasts Yairi’s 
process of composing multiple moments in his 
photographs to the “decisive moment” idea made 
famous by photographer Henri Cartier-Bresson.

6      Email with the artist, October 14, 2016

7     Ibid

8   “In Surveyor, the donkey was a nice surprise 
when accidentally walking into the frame one 
day and becoming part of the scene.  It belongs 
to Bedouins from the Jahalin tribe who live in 
that area of the Judean Desert.  The idea of 
the Messiah’s Donkey naturally comes to mind 
too.  The donkey served my purpose well also 
because in the Surveyor, I wanted a pastoral feel 
to the image, a little like David Roberts (1796 – 
1864) paintings of the Holy Land.”—Yuval Yairi, 
email, October 20, 2016

9     Email with the artist, October 16, 2016

10   Email with the artist, October 12, 2016

11   Ibid

12   Yairi’s personal and artistic response to his 
father’s death several years later can be seen in 
his photographic series, The Savoy (2010).  “We 
are viewing broken memories as photographic 
shards,” writes Alan Griffiths in Luminous Lint 
with the assistance of Yuval Yairi in January 
2010. https://yuvalyairi.com/the-savoy/

Through the Viewing Device . . . the Surveyor gazes upon a 
circle of figures in the distance, moving around and connected 
by ropes attached to a central point on the ground. This “circle 
act,” as described by Yairi, also appears in Survey #2 and 
Survey #3. Each circle of figures is actually one performer, 
repeated by virtue of Yairi’s method of digitally reconstructing 
the multitude of frames that he uses to compose the images. 

While [Yairi's] life, homeland and 
personal perspective are the foundation 
for his work, the language and 
artistry of his images find a universal, 
compelling voice for audiences of all 
backgrounds and cultures.
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  Self Portrait 5649, 2016

  Un Tilted, 2015

  Observer, 2016  Basalt #1102, 2016

“Codes”      Archival pigment prints  /  16" x  25.6" each  /  Courtesy of the Artist

  (Tracker), 2016   Encoded Transmission, 2016Curious sculptures and still-life montages made from everyday 
materials such as wire, protractors, aerial maps, clamps, wire 
brushes, an egg, and other surveyor tools are suggestive of 
strange surveillance or communication devices. These dark 
montages are characterized by an intense chiaroscuro of 
deep, black backgrounds with central arrangements or objects 
illuminated upon dusty surfaces. This lends an otherworldly 
feeling in certain works, while others seem of a different time. 
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   Landmark, 2013 

    Estate (Winter), 2013     Equestrian, 2013

“Land,” 2013     Archival pigment prints  /  23.6" x  35.4" each  /  Courtesy of the Artist

These works provide expansive views into Yairi’s 
world and creative practice, demonstrating 
his perspective on notions of place and time 
in geographical and metaphorical ways.
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celebrating our common humanity through art.
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